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In medium-resolution (7–10 A˚) cryo-electron micros-
copy (cryo-EM) density maps, a helices can be iden-
tified as density rods whereas b-strand or loop re-
gions are not as easily discerned. We are proposing
a computational protein structure prediction algo-
rithm ‘‘EM-Fold’’ that resolves the density rod con-
nectivity ambiguity by placing predicted a helices
into the density rods and adding missing backbone
coordinates in loop regions. In a benchmark of 11
mainly a-helical proteins of known structure a
native-like model is identified in eight cases (rmsd
3.9–7.9 A˚). The three failures can be attributed to in-
accuracies in the secondary structure prediction
step that precedes EM-Fold. EM-Fold has been
applied to the 6 A˚ resolution cryo-EM density map
of protein IIIa from human adenovirus. We report
the first topological model for the a-helical 400
residue N-terminal region of protein IIIa. EM-Fold
also has the potential to interpret medium-resolution
density maps in X-ray crystallography.
INTRODUCTION
Since the first subnanometer (<10 A˚) resolution cryo-EM single-
particle reconstructions, determined for the hepatitis B virus
capsid in 1997 (Bottcher et al., 1997; Conway et al., 1997), there
have been an increasing number of structures determined by
cryo-EM in the 6–10 A˚ resolution range (Booth et al., 2004;Martin
et al., 2007; Min et al., 2006; Saban et al., 2006; Serysheva et al.,
2008; Villa et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2003). For example, Saban
et al. determined a 6.9 A˚ resolution structure of adenovirus,
Booth et al. reached 9 A˚ resolution for cytoplasmic polyhedrosis
virus, and Zhang et al. elucidated a 7.6 A˚ resolution structure of
reovirus. Because only a fraction of the viral proteins are
amenable to structure elucidation by X-ray crystallography,
these experiments yield images of viral proteins of previously
unknown structure. Cryo-EM can also elucidate the structures
of large macromolecular complexes such as blue copper protein
hemocyanin (Martin et al., 10 A˚ resolution), elongation factor Tu-
ribosome complex (Villa et al., 6.7 A˚ resolution), and tetraspanin990 Structure 17, 990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All riguroplakins (Min et al., 6 A˚ resolution). In these cases the density
map revealed previously unknown crucial interfaces between
subunits of the macromolecular complex. Cryo-EM has also
been used to elucidate subnanometer structures of membrane
proteins such as the skeletal muscle Ca2+ release channel (Sery-
sheva et al., 9.6 A˚ resolution). Several near-atomic resolution
structures (<5 A˚ resolution) have been determined recently using
cryo-EM (Jiang et al., 2008; Ludtke et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2008;
Zhang et al., 2008). Although near-atomic resolution maps
show details such as b sheets and large side chains (Zhou,
2008), these features cannot be identified reliably at intermediate
resolution. However, a helices are resolved as density rods at
intermediate resolution (Lindert et al., 2009).
One of the biggest challenges for the interpretation ofmedium-
resolution density regions remains the building of a correct topo-
logical model. It is impossible to ‘‘thread’’ the primary sequence
through the densitymap for regions that are assigned to a protein
of unknown structure because the connectivity between the
density rods cannot be discerned at intermediate resolution.
Thus it is not possible to assign particular density rods to specific
a-helical regions of the sequence. Even if this obstacle could be
overcome, missing loop regions and side-chain coordinates
need to be built to arrive at an accurate atomic model.
Several computational tools are available that help in the anal-
ysis of cryo-EM density maps. If a high-resolution structure for
the map or parts of the map is available, fitting techniques are
frequently employed (Rossmann, 2000; Tama et al., 2004a, b;
Topf et al., 2008; Topf and Sali, 2005; Trabuco et al., 2008; Vel-
azquez-Muriel and Carazo, 2007; Velazquez-Muriel et al., 2006;
Volkmann and Hanein, 1999; Wriggers et al., 1999). If no high-
resolution structures are available for fitting, medium-resolution
density maps can be interpreted in terms of the a helices that
can be seen in the map. a-Helical regions can be identified either
manually as rods within the density map, or automatically by
methods using segmentation and feature extraction (Dal Palu
et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2001). The skeletonization algorithm in
Baker et al. (2007) identifies secondary structure elements and
suggests a possible secondary structure topology by connecting
density rods based on increased density in short loop connec-
tions. A protocol that iteratively improves comparative models
by fitting these models into cryo-EM density maps is reported
(Topf et al., 2006). This method requires the presence of
a comparative model but is independent of the identification of
a-helical regions in the density map. Models built with the dehts reserved
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with respect to their agreement with the cryo-EM density maps
using a two-way distance measure (Baker et al., 2006). This
approach eliminates the need for an initial comparative model,
but it has the drawback that the ROSETTA calculation is not driven
by the experimental density map. Therefore, the approach only
works if ROSETTA is capable of folding the protein correctly de
novo, which is possible for proteins with up to 150 amino acids
(Bonneau et al., 2002b).
De novo protein structure prediction algorithms have experi-
enced considerable improvements during the last ten years.
The software ROSETTA has been demonstrated to correctly
predict the fold of proteins with up to 150 amino acids (Bonneau
et al., 2002b; Moult, 2005; Rohl et al., 2004b; Simons et al., 1997,
1999). Structurally variable loop regions up to 12 residues long
can be modeled routinely with ROSETTA (Rohl et al., 2004a).
More recently, iterative side-chain repacking and backbone
reconstruction protocols within ROSETTA have been shown to
refine initial de novo and comparative models to atomic-detail
accuracy (Bradley et al., 2005; Misura and Baker, 2005; Misura
et al., 2006; Schueler-Furman et al., 2005). For instance, with
a benchmark of 16 small proteins (49–88 residues), Bradley
et al. demonstrated that accurate atomic-detail models (<1.5 A˚)
could be reached from initial de novo models for five proteins.
It has been demonstrated that guiding the de novo protein
structure prediction technique ROSETTA with low resolution or
sparse experimental data yields structural models with accurate
atomic detail. Inclusion of nuclear magnetic resonance data
within ROSETTANMR has improved the quality of created atomic
models (Bowers et al., 2000; Meiler and Baker, 2003b, 2005;
Qian et al., 2007; Rohl and Baker, 2002). Similarly, EPR data
have been combined with ROSETTA for enhanced model building
(Alexander et al., 2008; Hanson et al., 2008).
The approach presented in this article combines computa-
tional structure prediction methods with experimental cryo-EM
density maps to build topological models for large proteins
without an atomic resolution structure or an available compara-
tive model. The algorithm first identifies a-helical regions in the
density map and in the protein’s primary sequence, utilizing
a consensus secondary structure prediction protocol. The pre-
dicted a helices are placed into specific a-helical density rods
of thedensitymapusinganovelMonteCarloassembly algorithm.
Then loop regions and side-chain coordinates are added using
ROSETTA’s iterative side-chain repacking and backbone recon-
structionprotocols to arrive at amodelwith atomic detail present.
Currently, EM-Fold is tailored toward a-helical proteins
because b strands are typically not well resolved in medium-
resolution density maps. b strands become visible at 5–7 A˚ reso-
lution (Lindert et al., 2009). We plan a future development stage
of EM-Fold that simultaneously assembles a helices and
b strands. This method will be implemented during the next
several years as more density maps become available that
have both types of secondary structural elements resolved.
Here we present the results of EM-Fold with ten mainly
a-helical benchmark proteins and simulated cryo-EM density,
as well as with experimental cryo-EM density maps of bovine
metarhodopsin and adenovirus protein IIIa. In the case of meta-
rhodopsin, the EM-Fold models are compared with the atomic
resolution structure of rhodopsin.Structure 17,RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Benchmark Database of Ten a-Helical Proteins
with 250 to 350 Residues
To test the reliability as well as to optimize the parameters of the
proposed assembly algorithm EM-Fold, it has been bench-
marked on ten proteins of known structure following the protocol
outlined in Figure 1. The proteins were chosen to be mostly
a-helical (60%–68%) and of substantial size (255 to 347 resi-
dues) (see Table S1 available online). Except for one protein
(1OUV), all the benchmark cases possess contact orders of 40
or higher. Thus these proteins constitute complex folds, making
de novo computational structure prediction challenging (Bon-
neau et al., 2002a). In order to mimic cryo-EM density maps,
simulated density maps at 6.9 and 9.0 A˚ resolution were gener-
ated for each of the ten proteins. The positions and lengths of the
density rods are virtually indistinguishable at both resolutions.
The maps, however, differ by the information they contain in
loop regions as well as in delineation of the density rods. The
Figure 1. Flowchart of the Entire Protocol
(A) Density rods are identified in a medium resolution density map. A pool of
a helices is built using secondary structure prediction algorithms.
(B) The assembly step of EM-Fold places a helices from the pool into density
rods.
(C) An EM-Fold refinement step improves the placement of a helices within the
density rods.
(D) Loops and side chains are built in ROSETTA for the best of the refined EM-
Fold models.
(E) One of the final full-atom models is likely to be very close in rmsd to the
native structure.990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 991
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Protein Rank Assemblya Rmsd Assembly [A˚]b Rank Refinementc Rmsd Refinement [A˚]d Rank Loope Rmsd Loop [A˚]f
a Helices in Final
Partial Modelg
1IE9 1 (1) 3.7 (3.3) 5 (1) 3.7 (2.6) 1 (1) 5.9 (7.8) 4 [4]
1N83 1 (1) 6.2 (3.2) 2 (1) 5.9 (2.4) 1 (7) 7.1 (3.7) 5 [5]
1OUV 6 (10) 3.0 (3.1) 4 (6) 2.9 (2.3) 1 (1) 4.3 (4.8) 9 [9]
1QKM 16 (1) 3.6 (3.1) 2 (1) 2.7 (3.3) 2 (7) 3.9 (4.2) 5 [5]
1TBF 100 (8) 3.1 (3.2) 20 (17) 2.8 (2.7) 1 (3) 4.1 (4.2) 12 [11]h
1V9M — (1) — (3.3) — (1) — (2.0) — (2) — (6.7) 7 [4]
1XQO — (2) — (3.3) — (7) — (2.1) — (1) — (5.0) 6 [2]
1Z1L 150 (3) 3.1 (3.4) 72 (13) 3.2 (2.5) 1 (1) 5.9 (5.5) 9 [9]
2AX6 1 (1) 4.0 (3.4) 5 (1) 3.2 (3.4) 3 (8) 6.6 (9.2) 5 [5]
2CWC — (2) — (2.9) — (8) — (2.4) — (2) — (7.1) 3 [0]
Rhodopsin 2 3.4 1 3.1 1 7.9 —
Results are shown for both realistic secondary structure prediction, as well as for perfect secondary structure prediction (in parentheses).
a Rank of true model after assembly step.
b Rmsd of backbone atoms in a helices of true model after assembly step (compared with PDB coordinates).
c Rank of true model after refinement step.
d Rmsd of backbone atoms in a helices of true model after refinement step.
e Rank of true model after loop-building step.
f Rmsd of all atoms in true model after loop-building step.
gNumber of a helices in final partial model based on 50% consensus placement; the number of correctly placed a helices in these partial models is
shown in square brackets. These results are also depicted in Figure 4.
h The one a helix in the partial model of 1TBF that has not been correctly placed has been placed into the correct density rod, but with antiparallel
orientation.benchmark was performed in two stages depending on the
type of secondary structure information used, either the correct
secondary structure derived from the atomic resolution structure
or a realistic prediction of secondary structure, which can
deviate from the true structure.
100%Success Rate for the Perfect Secondary Structure
Prediction Benchmark
In a first test, 20,000models were built for each of the ten bench-
mark proteins using the correct secondary structure. The Monte
Carlo simulation was run until a total of 2000 subsequent steps
were rejected with no improvement in the overall score. The
agreement with the density, which is simulated for the bench-
mark proteins, is assessed by an occupancy score (Figure S1),
a loop score, and a connectivity score (see Figure S2). A
predicted fold is considered correct if all a helices have been
placed in the appropriate simulated density rods with the correct
orientation of the a-helical axis. A high rank for the correct fold
among the 20,000 models generated indicates success of the
protocol.
The truemodel is found among the best ten scoringmodels for
all the benchmark cases (Table 1). In 50% of the cases the true
model is ranked first. In the cases where the true model is not
ranked first, the better ranking models are similar in topology
to the true model and frequently only have a single a helix or
a pair of a helices in an incorrect orientation. This demonstrates
that the assembly step can clearly distinguish native-like from
non-native models if the correct secondary structure is used as
input. The root-mean-square deviations (rmsds) of the correct
topology models range between 2.9 A˚ and 3.4 A˚ over the
a-helical residues (Table 1).992 Structure 17, 990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rigFor each of the ten proteins, the 50 best scoring models from
the assembly step were refined. In this process a wider variety of
types of scores (described in Experimental Procedures) is used
to evaluate the models. After refinement the rmsds of the best
scoring correct topology model range between 2.0 A˚ and 3.4 A˚,
again considering only the a-helical residues, and the true model
is found among the best 17 scoring models (Table 1). These
rankings are within the accuracy limit of the scoring functions.
ROSETTA was used to build loops for the 20 best scoringmodels
after the refinement run. The rmsd of the true model after loop
building ranges between 3.7 and 9.2 A˚ (Table 1), which is an
excellent level of agreement for de novo models considering
the large size of the proteins. After the loop-building step, all of
the true models are ranked within the best eight scoring topolo-
gies according to the ROSETTA score. Thus, EM-Fold is able to
identify the true topology within the top ten best scoring models
built, given completely correct secondary structure information.
EM-Fold Selects the Best a Helices from a Consensus
Pool Generated from State-of-the-Art Secondary
Structure Predictions
A combination of three state-of-the art secondary structure
prediction programs jufo (Meiler and Baker, 2003a; Meiler
et al., 2001), psipred (Jones, 1999), and sam (Chandonia and
Karplus, 1999; Karplus et al., 1997) was used to simulate a real-
istic prediction scenario. The utilization of different programs
avoids usage of incorrect secondary structure if one of the
methods fails. Wherever an a helix is predicted with a probability
of higher than 0.5 for more than nine subsequent residues, this
a helix is inserted into the pool of considered secondary struc-
ture elements. Smaller a helices are ignored because thesehts reserved
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density maps. Further, a consensus prediction (average of all
three methods) and a consensus prediction where a helices
longer than 21 residues are broken into two smaller a helices
are included. Within the ten benchmark proteins there are 93
a helices that have at least 12 residues. Each of these a helices
is identified by at least one secondary structure prediction tech-
nique, although the predicted lengths and confidence levels
differ.
Secondary structure predictions tend to yield a helices that are
too short, thus three different pools (A, B, and C) of secondary
structure elements were tested including lengthened a helices
in pools B and C (see Experimental Procedures). The best results
for the assembly step are obtained with the most diverse pool of
secondary structure elements (pool C), where the average devi-
ation between predicted and correct a-helix length is only 0.4
residues per a helix (Table S2). This finding stresses two points:
(1) The more accurate the secondary structure prediction is, the
better the results of the assembly algorithm will be—a finding
that is also supported by the benchmark test using the correct
secondary structure information. (2) A larger pool, which
includes many inaccurate secondary structure elements, does
not negatively influence the success of the assembly protocol.
In other words, the assembly protocol identifies and uses the
best possible secondary structure elements available in the
pool. Only pool C was used for the realistic secondary structure
benchmark because it has been demonstrated to most accu-
rately represent the secondary structure of the proteins.
De Novo Folding of a-Helical Benchmark Proteins
with Realistic Secondary Structure Predictions
In the initial assembly step (see Figure 1B), 60,000 models were
built for each protein using the most diverse secondary structure
pool (pool C). Building one model takes approximately 60 s on
a single JS20 IBM 2.2GHz PowerPC. The models were ranked
by score (Table 1). Our results indicate that despite the inaccur-
acies of secondary structure prediction, after the assembly step
the true model is found among the best 150 scoring models for
seven of the ten proteins. In particular, for four of the benchmark
proteins the true model is found among the best ten scoring
models, and the average rank of the seven correct models is
39. The rmsd of the correctmodel after the assembly step ranges
from 3.0 to 6.2 A˚ (Table 1). The best 150 models by score enter
the refinement protocol without manual analysis.
After refinement (see Figure 1C), the ranking of the correct
model improves to at least rank 72, for five of the benchmark
cases it even improves to rank 5 or better. Further, the quality
of the true model, as assessed by the rmsd, improves for five
of seven cases with a range over all seven proteins of 2.7 to
5.9 A˚ (Table 1). Figure S3 illustrates the improvement of a-helix
orientations during the refinement step for three examples. The
best 75models by score enter the loop-building protocol without
manual analysis.
Loops are built for the best 75 scoringmodels after refinement.
For each of the 75 refinedmodels 100 loopmodels are built using
ROSETTA. After ranking of these 7500 models according to their
ROSETTA score, the true model is within the best three scoring
models for all seven proteins (see Table 1). Even though the
average rank of the correct model after the assembly step wasStructure 17,39, the user only needs to consider the top three scoring models
after loop building. The accuracy of these models is in the range
of 3.9 to 7.1 A˚ (Table 1). This rmsd range is comparable to those
built with correct secondary structure elements and acceptable
considering the large size of the proteins. Superimpositions of
the final ROSETTA model with the native structure are shown for
all seven proteins (Figure 2).
Consensus Placement of a Helices Correlates
with Correct Positioning and Can Be Used
as a Measure of Confidence
In order to develop a measure that is independent of the score
and that can evaluate the correctness of a particular model, the
consensus placement of a helices into specific density rods
was analyzed. Models after the assembly step and after loop
constructionwereevaluated. Inbothcases, thebenchmarks indi-
cate that if a specific a helix is found repeatedly in the same
density rod within the set of best scoring models it was placed
correctly. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve repre-
sentations for placement confidence after the assembly and
loop-building steps are shown in panels A and B of Figure 3.
The total areas under the curve are 0.81 and 0.86, respectively,
indicating strong correlations between frequent placement and
correct positioning. For example, a placement of a particular
a helix into a specific density rod that is found in 70% of the top
scoring models after the assembly step has a 71% confidence
level of being correct. The results for models after the loop
building step are evenbetter, corroborating the ability of the algo-
rithm to enrich for true-topology models. For example, a place-
ment of a particular a helix into a specific density rod that is found
in 50% of the top scoring models after the loop building step has
an 82% confidence level of being correct.
It would be desirable if the confidence measure allowed
distinction between successful and unsuccessful cases in the
benchmark. Partial models containing only the a helices placed
with a > 50% repetition rate were built for all ten benchmark
proteins. A 50% cutoff ensures that no other placement into
that density rod can occur more frequently. We evaluated the
overall confidence in a model where k a helices have been
placed confidently out of a total of n a helices by calculating
the number of possibilities to place k a helices into a total of n
density rods (2k 3 n!/(n  k)!). This equation explicitly takes
into account the number of confidently placed a helices (k)
and the total number of a helices in the protein (n), and implicitly
the fraction of confidently placed a helices. It also accounts for
the fact that placing a specific fraction of a helices confidently
in a large protein is considerably less likely than placing the
same fraction of a helices confidently in a smaller protein. The
results of this analysis are plotted in Figure 4. The overall confi-
dence scores for the ten benchmark proteins fall into two regions
within this plot. Some proteins have a low number (3–7) and
others have a high number (10–14) on this scale (separated by
the dashed line in Figure 4). Proteins below the dashed line
contain both successful and unsuccessful cases indicating that
there is ambiguity for partial models in this range. However,
proteins in the upper region (above the dashed line) contain
only successful benchmark cases, suggesting that a high value
on this overall confidence scale identifies correct topologies.
Interestingly, thepartialmodel thatwebuilt for adenovirus protein990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 993
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high range of this scale. This gives credence to the protein IIIa
model in the absence of an atomic resolution structure.
Poor Secondary Structure Prediction Leads to Poor
Assembly Results
The three proteins that were not successfully assembled have
the poorest secondary structure prediction with an average
deviation of 0.8 residues per a helix in pool C, compared with
an average deviation of 0.3 residues per a helix for the remaining
seven proteins (Table S2). This underscores the fact that failure
to find the true solution is not a shortcoming of the assembly
algorithm but rather a result of suboptimal secondary structure
prediction. The correct solution of 2AX6 is found despite its
poor secondary structure prediction (average deviation of 0.8
residues per a helix in pool C) because this protein is small
with only six a helices. In this case, the assembly algorithm
has to probe a considerably smaller search space and thus
can overcome the limitation of poor secondary structure infor-
mation.
Figure 2. Comparison of the Computational
Models with the Crystal Structures
Superimposition of the Final Models (Colored in
Rainbow) of 1IE9 (A), 1N83 (B), 1OUV (C), 1TBF
(D), 1Z1L (E), 1QKM (F) and 2AX6 (G) with the Orig-
inal PDB Structures (gray). These proteins range
in size from 255 to 345 residues. The displayed
models have rmsds ranging from 3.9 A˚ to 7.1 A˚
compared with the PDB structure. Regions that
are only seen in themodels (such as the N terminus
of 1TBF) correspond to parts of the protein that are
missing in the PDB file. Panel (H) shows the model
of rhodopsin after the loop building step (rainbow)
in the experimental density model. The crystal
structure of rhodopsin is shown in gray for compar-
ison. Themodel and crystal structure have an rmsd
of7.9 A˚. Ablow-upof oneTrpsidechain and itscor-
responding density bump is shown. The Trp side
chain of the crystal structure is shown in black for
comparison. It is apparent that the Trp in themodel
was placed in the correct height of the density rod.
The rotation of the a helix in the model is off by
about 150. This is not unexpected and could be
corrected by a subsequent refinement protocol.
ROSETTA Iterative High-Resolution
Refinement Achieves Accurate
Atomic-Detail in Parts of the
Protein Models
One of the main challenges of computa-
tional protein structure prediction is
recovering accurate atomic detail of inter-
faces within proteins. The top ten scoring
loop models of all the seven proteins
where the correct topology was identified
after loop building were subjected to an
iterative ROSETTA refinement protocol (see
Experimental Procedures). The objective
of this protocol was to test the ability of
the method to build accurate atomic-
detail structural models at least in part of these proteins. Further,
it was investigated whether it is possible to uniquely identify the
correct topology by the ROSETTA energy score.
Figure5 showsclose-upviewsof threea-helix-helix interfaces in
the best scoring correct topology model for 1QKM after iterative
high-resolution refinement.Theprotocolwasable to recovernative
side-chain packing in some of the a-helical interfaces (Figures 5A
and 5B). However, even in the best scoring model there are still
interfaces that are not recovered (Figure 5C). Figure S4 shows
the total full-atom ROSETTA energy plotted versus the rmsd of the
model for all of the proteins. Although low RMSD models cannot
be identified solely by energy, in six of seven cases the correct
topology can be identified by its enrichment in the 10% model
with lowest energy (7.6 for 1Z1L, 4.0 for 1IE9, 3.8 for 1OUV, 2.6
for 1QKM, 1.6 for 1TBF, and 1.2 for 1N83). We hypothesize that
these enrichments are due to lower energy (higher quality) of the
fraction of a-helical interfaces that were built accurately at atomic
detail. At the same time, non-native a-helix interfaces introduce
a background noise that make the energy of models with correct
topology often comparable to those of incorrect topology.
994 Structure 17, 990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
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EM-Fold: Protein Folding into CryoEM Density MapsFigure 3. ROC Curves for the Confidence in Repeated Placements and the Performance of the Connectivity Score
(A) ROC curve of the confidence in placements of single a helices into density rods based on repeated placements after the assembly step. The fraction of correct
placements (true positives/[true positives + false negatives]) over the fraction of wrong placements (false positives/[false positives + true negatives]) is plotted.
The connection between repetition rate and placement confidence has been added to the ROC curve. For example, a placement of a particular a helix into
a specific density rod that is found in 70% of the top scoring models after the assembly step has a 71% confidence of being correct. The area under the curve
is 0.81 where 0.5 represents a random measure.
(B) ROC curve of the confidence in placements of single a helices into density rods based on repeated placements after the loop-building step. The fraction of
correct placements (true positives/[true positives + false negatives]) over the fraction of wrong placements (false positives/[false positives + true negatives]) is
plotted. The connection between repetition rate and placement confidence has been added to the ROC curve. For example, a placement of a particular a helix
into a specific density rod that is found in 50% of the top scoring models after the loop building step has a 82% confidence of being correct. The area under the
curve is 0.86, where 0.5 represents a random measure.
(C) ROC curve of the connectivity score. The fraction of correct connections (true positives/[true positives + false negatives]) over the fraction of wrong connec-
tions (false positives/[false positives + true negatives]) is plotted. The steep increase at the beginning demonstrates that the strongest correct connections score
all better than any of the wrong connections. The area under the curve is 0.86, where 0.5 represents a random measure.For all seven proteins, the native structure obtained from the
ProteinDataBank (PDB)wasminimized in the refinementprotocol
aswell (FigureS4). Itsenergy isclearly lower than theenergyofany
of the models built. Thus the absence of models that have accu-
rate atomic detail throughout the entire protein chain is a sampling
rather thanascoringproblem.This is expected fordenovoprotein
models of 250 and more residues. The size of these systems far
exceeds the 90 residue practical limit for de novo high-resolution
structure prediction (Bradley et al., 2005). However, our finding of
native-like a-helix interfaces in portions of these models is an
encouraging result that suggests that all-atom accurate atomic-Structure 17detail models can be achieved as cryo-EM reaches higher resolu-
tion, and as computational techniques improve.
Comparison of EM-Foldwith aComputational Prediction
Method for a-Helical Membrane Proteins
In 2007,Kovacs et al. introduced a protocol for predicting atomic-
resolution details for a-helical membrane proteins guided by EM
density maps (Kovacs et al., 2007). This method uses scripts
within the internal coordinate mechanics (ICM) software environ-
ment. The ICM-based approach was demonstrated with simu-
lated EM density maps at intermediate resolution for three, 990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 995
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EM-Fold: Protein Folding into CryoEM Density MapsFigure 4. EM-Fold Results for the Ten Benchmark
Proteins and Adenovirus Protein IIIa Evaluated on
the Basis of the Number of Confidently Placed
a Helices and the Total Number of a Helices in
the Protein
The y axis represents the log base 10 of the number of
possible topologies with k confidently placed a helices
in n density rods using the following equation: (2k 3 n!/
(n  k)!). The length of each bar in the plot corresponds
to the total number of a helices in a protein (n). The sum
of the black and gray squares within a bar represents the
number of a helices that were confidently placed by EM-
Fold (i.e., with > 50% repetition rate) (k). Within the subset
of confidently placed a helices, the correctly placed
a helices are in black. The ten benchmark proteins split
into two groups as indicated by the dashed line: those
with a low number (3–7) and those with a high number
(10–14) on this scale. A high number indicates a low prob-
ability of confidently placing these a helices by chance.
Although there are both successful and unsuccessful
benchmark cases below the dashed line, only successful
cases are found above the line. For adenovirus protein
IIIa, 11 of 14 a helices are confidently placed by EM-Fold
(diagonal pattern, k) and the y axis number is well above
the dashed line.membraneproteins (GpA,KcsA,MscL). ICM-basedflexible fitting
ofa helices, optimization of side-chain conformations, and refine-
ment of atomic models resulted in impressive final rmsds
between 0.9 and 1.9 A˚ for the three test membrane proteins.
Although the general idea of guiding protein structure predic-
tion by a-helical density rods observed in intermediate-resolu-
tion EM density maps is the same for the ICM-based method
(Kovacs et al., 2007) and EM-Fold, there are substantial differ-
ences between the methods. In the demonstration of the ICM
approach, perfect secondary structure prediction was assumed.
We have tested EM-Fold with both perfect and realistic
secondary structure prediction information including variations
in a-helix lengths. Second, the test proteins used in the ICM
demonstration are sufficiently small (with one or two a helices
per monomer), and have a helices of differing lengths (in the
case of two a helices per monomer), so that the assignment of
a helices into specific density rods is trivial. The centerpiece of
the EM-Fold protocol is the assembly step (Figure 1B), which
is designed to identify the topology of a protein from its a-helical
secondary structure prediction and the positions of density rods
in the density map. Subsequent steps (Figure 1C and D) refine
themodel. The ICM-based algorithm does not have an assembly
step, whereas the refinement steps in both protocols follow
similar principles. In their current setups these algorithms are
complementary, and it is conceivable that models derived from
EM-Fold could be input into ICM for further refinement.
Benchmark of EM-Fold on Experimental Bovine
Metarhodopsin Density Map
To demonstrate EM-Fold’s ability to work reliably in conjunction
with experimental data, we built a model for bovinemetarhodop-996 Structure 17, 990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All risin based on the 5.5 A˚ resolution cryo-EM density map obtained
from the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) database
(Ruprecht et al., 2004). The crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin
(PDB ID 1GZM [Li et al., 2004]) was used to evaluate the results.
The crystal structure is in a different conformational state than
the cryo-EM structure. The overall fold of the protein is the
same, however, because the authors note that the meta I forma-
tion involves no large movements or rotations of a helices from
their ground state (Ruprecht et al., 2004). So although there
might be structural differences in the loop regions, the a-helical
regions that are modeled in the protocol are well described by
the crystal structure. Interestingly, the authors report density
bumps for several Trp side chains in the 5.5 A˚ resolution cryo-
EM density map. Bovine rhodopsin is mostly a helical (63%)
and slightly larger than the largest of the ten benchmark proteins
(349 residues, Table S1).
The same protocol that was used for the ten benchmark
proteins was applied to bovine metarhodopsin. The results are
summarized in Table 1. The correct topology is ranked second
after the assembly step and is ranked first after the refinement
step. After the loop building step the correct topology is the
best scoring model. This model has an rmsd of 7.9 A˚ to the
crystal structure. If the crystal structure was not available, we
could evaluate the EM-Fold results on the basis of the overlap
between Trp side chains and Trp density bumps on rods. Only
a single good scoringmodel has all of the Trp containing a helices
in density rods with Trp density bumps. This model corresponds
to the correct topology. These results demonstrate the ability of
EM-Fold to work accurately in combination with experimental
density maps. The rather large rmsd value is in part caused by
the conformational change between crystal and cryo-EMghts reserved
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EM-Fold: Protein Folding into CryoEM Density MapsFigure 5. a-Helix-Helix Interfaces within the Best-Scoring, Correct-
Topology, Full-Atom Model of Protein 1QKM after ROSETTA Iterative
High-Resolution Refinement
The full-atom model is shown in rainbow colors, whereas the native PDB is
depicted in gray.
(A and B) Examples of near-native interfaces in the final model. The a-helix
orientations and positions have been correctly identified and the side-chain
conformations are generally close to the native PDB.
(C) An example of a a-helix-helix interface that could not be recovered.Structure 17structure, particularly in the loop regions. The rmsd over a-helical
residues is only 3.1 A˚,making this an excellentmodel for a protein
of this size.
Evaluation of Adenovirus Protein IIIa Folds by EM-Fold
We have also applied EM-Fold to the medium-resolution cryo-
EM density assigned to protein IIIa in the adenovirus capsid
(Saban et al., 2006). In this case we do not have an atomic reso-
lution structure for protein IIIa. This is a challenging case for EM-
Fold because the a-helical region of protein IIIa is larger than any
of the benchmark proteins and it has a two-lobe topology (Fig-
ure 6). This two-lobe density region contains 14 manually identi-
fied density rods and is assigned to the N-terminal 400 residues
of protein IIIa, which are predicted to be highly a-helical.
Because none of the ten benchmark proteins or rhodopsin
have a two-lobe topology, this complication has not been tested
in EM-Fold. Therefore, we used experimental information to
assign the two lobes and to filter the models produced by
EM-Fold.
In order to extend the resolution of the Ad35F cryo-EM struc-
ture, we increased the data-set size to a total of 7133 particle
images and performed several additional rounds of Frealign
refinement. The final Ad35F structure is based on 3040 particle
images and has a resolution of 6.8 A˚ at the FSC 0.5 threshold
(and 5.8 A˚ at the FSC 0.3, and 5.2 A˚ at the FSC 0.143 thresholds).
A plot of the FSC for the refined map can be seen in Figure S5.
The crystal structure of the Ad5 hexon reveals that there are
two a helices of 10 or more residues that have a Trp (Rux
et al., 2003). We observe prominent bumps for the Trp side
chains on each of these two a helices in the 6.8A˚ cryo-EM
density map (see Figure S6).
Using the criteria developed to identify Trp in hexon, three
possible positions (in rods E, K, L) were identified in the protein
IIIa that might correspond to a Trp side chain. The side-chain
bump in rod E is at the end of the rod, whereas the bumps in
rods K and L are both in the middle of the rods and in fact form
a connection between these two rods. Analysis of the protein
IIIa sequence indicates that there is only one Trp in a predicted
a helix (residue 27) and that it corresponds to the first or second
residue in the predicted a helix. This excludes rods K and L, as
corresponding to the a helix with a Trp, because the observed
bumps are in the middle of these rods. We hypothesize that
the observed bumps in rods K and L belong to two aromatic
side chains that are in contact. After analyzing the cryo-EM
density, we conclude that the rod most likely to contain the pre-
dicted a helix with a Trp (amino acids 27–39) is rod E.
This lobe assignment for protein IIIa is in agreement with the
N-terminal tagging experiment recently published (San Martin
et al., 2008). The protein IIIa peptide tag study localizes the
N terminus of protein IIIa to the inner capsid surface close to
the interface between penton base and the peripentonal hexons.
Specifically, the difference density attributed to an N-terminal
FLAG tag on protein IIIa is observed in the vicinity of what we
refer to as rod E in lobe 1 of protein IIIa (Figure 6). Therefore,
both the analysis of the side-chain density and the protein IIIa
N-terminal tagging information indicate that lobe 1 should be as-
signed to the most N-terminal portion of protein IIIa.
After applying the same EM-Fold protocol used for the ten
benchmark proteins and rhodopsin, we analyzed the top 100, 990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 997
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N-terminal 200 residues of protein IIIa positioned into lobe 1.
A detailed analysis of this subset of models indicates that 14
models have the predicted a helix for residues 27–39, which
includes the Trp at position 27, placed into rod E. We consider
these 14 selected models the most likely models for protein IIIa.
Within these 14models, we note that four a helices (correspond-
ing to residues 50–60, 70–83, 230–242, and 251–264) are placed
into specific rods (G, B, H, and J, respectively) in all of the cases.
Therefore, we assign these a helices, as well as the Trp-contain-
ing a-helix (rod E), as having a very high (>94%) confidence level.
An additional six a helices are placed with > 50% repetition rate
and thus are assigned a high (>82%) confidence level as labeled
in the ROC curve in Figure 3B. A partial model of protein IIIa that
contains these 11 confidently placed a helices is shown in
rainbow in Figures 7A and 7B. The remaining three a helices are
shown in gray and the loop regions are shown in white, indicating
that their positioning within the density is more ambiguous. The
number of confidently placed a helices puts this partial model
into the confident region in Figure 4, further increasing the prob-
ability that it is correct. The proposed 50%confidence protein IIIa
model is shown in context with penton base and two nearby
peripentonal hexons (Figure 7C). Also, the agreement of the Trp
(residue 27) side chain with the bump in rod E is shown in
Figure 7D. Interestingly, one of the a helices placed with a high
confidence level (rod L) contains a Tyr residue (Y369) in the
middle of the a helix that corresponds to the density connection
observed between rods K and L. On top of this another confi-
dently placed a helix places Y299 in the middle of the connected
density rod (rod K). This confidence assignment agrees perfectly
with the observed density connection between rods K and L and
gives further credence to our model. We anticipate that higher-
resolution cryo-EM density revealing more of the side chains,
combined with additional computational modeling, would
resolve the remaining ambiguities in the protein IIIa fold model.
Figure 6. Experimental Cryo-EM Density
Map of Adenovirus Protein IIIa Shown
Segmented from an Adenovirus Recon-
struction at 6.9 A˚ Resolution (FSC 0.5
Threshold)
Fourteen rods of minimum length 18 A˚ have been
identified as a-helical regions (red). Each rod is
labeled with a letter and the number of a-helical
residues corresponding to its length. The EM-
Fold assembly step involves placing a helices
from the secondary structure prediction pool into
the 14 identified density rods. The protein IIIa
(gray) density has a two-lobe topology, with lobe
1 comprising rods A–G and lobe 2 comprising
rods H–N. In the adenovirus capsid, lobe 1 is
closer to the penton base.
Conclusions
EM-Fold is a novel computational protein
folding algorithm that assembles a-helical
proteins guided by medium-resolution
density maps. In a later stage, EM-Fold
can be extended to include b strands in
the assembly algorithm once more cryo-
EM density maps allow an unambiguous identification of b
strands. For future applications, manual identification of density
rods will be replaced by an in-house algorithm that is currently
under development. A benchmark on ten proteins shows
a 100% success rate for the assembly of a helices when the
correct secondary structure information is assumed. When pre-
dicted secondary structure information is used, which includes
some incorrect information, the success rate drops to seven
out of ten. Our results demonstrate that the 30% failure rate is
linked to incorrect secondary structure prediction information,
and future developments will include improving the secondary
structure prediction input. Thismight be done by either improving
the secondary structure prediction algorithms themselves or, as
demonstrated here, by including more diverse predictions into
a more complex pool of a helices prior to assembly. The final
models generated by EM-Fold display rmsds in the range of
3.9 A˚ to 7.1 A˚ for the benchmark proteins. A complete model
for rhodopsin with 7.9 A˚ rmsd could be built based on an exper-
imental density map. These results demonstrate that de novo
protein structure prediction can be extended to proteins well
beyond 150 amino acids if the search is guided bymedium-reso-
lution density maps.
The iterative ROSETTA refinement protocol did not completely
succeed in refining the models to accurate atomic detail. Given
the large size of the proteins this is not entirely surprising.
However, portions of the final models, including specific
a-helix-helix interfaces, do have correct atomic resolution detail.
These partial native-like arrangements lead to an enrichment of
correct topology models by energy. An improved iterative
sampling protocol that includes the density map as an experi-
mental restraint might allow refinement to atomic detail accuracy
for complete models in the future.
EM-Fold has been applied to build a model of adenovirus
protein IIIa, a protein for which we have a medium-resolution
cryo-EM density map but no atomic resolution structure. Based998 Structure 17, 990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
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(A) A reduced model of protein IIIa where only a helices that have been placed with at least 50% repetition rate are colored in rainbow. This topology agrees with
the SanMartin et al. (2008) results. A total of 11 of 14 a helices can be placedwith a confidence of at least 82%. The remaining three a helices have been colored in
gray whereas the loop regions are shown in white.
(B) Same as in (A), but shown but shown in density.
(C) Side view of partial model of protein IIIa (rainbow) in contact with penton base (yellow) and two peripentonal hexons (light blue).
(D) Density bump in rod E of the refined Ad35F density of protein IIIa that has been assigned to Trp27. The arrow marks the position of the side chain.on the experimental constraints provided by N-terminal tagging
(SanMartin et al., 2008) as well as observed side-chain density in
a refined cryo-EM density map, we were able to assign the lobe
topology of the protein. We also used this experimental informa-
tion as a filter to select the most likely fold models for protein IIIa
produced by EM-Fold. We present a fold model for protein IIIa
with 11 of the 14 a helices placed with a high level of confidence.
Future improvements to the EM-Fold method will include
improving secondary structure prediction, consideration of large
side-chain information during the assembly stage, and simulta-
neous assembly of a helices and b strands.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Overall Protocol
Theflowchartof the full assemblyprocess is shown inFigure1.Thegenerationof
a pool and identification of density rods is followedby themain assembly step in
EM-Fold, a refinement stepwithin EM-Fold, and loop and side-chain building in
ROSETTA. The assembly step builds a helices from the pool into the density rods.
Three sequence-independent, computationally inexpensive, and therefore low-Structure 17,resolution scores are used to build a large number of initial models. The best
scoringmodels from the assembly step are refinedusing sequence-dependent,
medium-resolution scores and leaving theoverall fold of the protein unchanged.
The last step of the assembly protocol uses the existing ROSETTA software (Rohl
et al., 2004a; SoodandBaker, 2006) tomodel loops for the best-scoringmodels
that emerged from the refinement step. Side chains are constructed using
ROSETTA relaxation and repacking strategies (Bradley et al., 2005). This is the
computationally most expensive and highest resolution step of the model
building process and is thus only applied to a handful of final models.
Secondary Structure Prediction Pool
To minimize secondary structure prediction inaccuracies, three different
secondary structure pools (A, B, C) were investigated. Pool A uses the
secondary structure prediction programs jufo (Meiler and Baker, 2003a; Meiler
et al., 2001), psipred (Jones, 1999), and sam (Chandonia and Karplus, 1999;
Karplus et al., 1997) to get three state predictions of the secondary structure
of the benchmark cases. Sequences of more than nine amino acids predicted
to be a-helical were considered to be a likely position of a non-short a-helix
and were added to a ‘‘pool’’ of possible secondary structure elements. In addi-
tion to the individual predictions, a consensus secondary structure prediction
was calculated by averaging jufo, sam, and psipred. Also, a helices longer than
21 residues were split into two, further expanding this pool.990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 999
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are extended by one amino acid on both sides. Thus pool B has the same size
as pool A, but all of the a helices are 2 residues longer. This procedure elimi-
nated the bias in pool A toward a helices that are too short and reduces the
per a-helix deviation from the correct secondary structure from 1.5 residues
in pool A to 0.8 residues in pool B.
Pool C combines pools A and B and adds further versions of a helices
extended by one amino acid either on the N terminus or the C terminus. As
a result, the secondary structure element pool C has four versions of each
a helix with different lengths available for assembly. The per a-helix deviation
from the correct secondary structure in pool C is 0.4 residues. The length devi-
ations of the elements that are closest in length and have maximal sequence
overlap with the true a helices are reported in Table S2 for all three versions
of the prediction pool.
EM-Fold Scoring Function
Three sequence-independent scores are used during the assembly of the fold:
a loop, an occupancy, and a connectivity score. The loop score is a knowl-
edge-based score that evaluates the likeliness of a certain Ca-Ca distance
between terminal residues in an a-helix being bridged by a specific number
of residues. It has a preference for short EUCLIDEAN distances between begin-
ning and end of a loop (data not shown).
The occupancy score evaluates the length agreement of a density with an
a helix that is placed in it (see Figure S1) with unfilled densities getting the
maximum unfavorable score. Thus, the occupancy score drives the algorithm
toward filling the density map completely.
The connectivity score is based on the assumption that, for short loops,
a medium-resolution density map contains valuable information in the form
of stronger density in the loop regions between density rods. The connectivity
score employs a skeletonization algorithm (Ju et al., 2007) to find the highest
intensity connection between all pairs of termini of density rods that are closer
than 10 A˚ in space. This information is converted into a score that assesses
whether the connection is a strong or a weak one (see Figure S2).
The connectivity score has been tested on the ten benchmark proteins.
Within the ten proteins there are 65 pairs of density rods whose ends are closer
than 10 A˚. 25 of these pairs correspond to connected density rods. Figure 3C
shows a ROC curve based on the strength of the connection. The area under
the curve is 0.86, clearly showing the ability of the connectivity score to enrich
for native connections. Out of 14 connections whose strength is more than one
standard deviation above the average connection strength, 12 correspond to
true connections.
EM-Fold Assembly Step
The sampling of conformational space is performed in aMonte Carlo algorithm
in conjunction with the Metropolis criterion. When placing an a helix from the
pool into a density two physical constraints are checked. The first is whether
the length of the a helix fits the density within a deviation of 3 residues (corre-
sponding to a maximum length deviation of 4.5 A˚). This ‘‘length-tolerance-
check’’ accounts for inaccuracies both in secondary structure prediction
and in length determination of density rods. Second, it is checked whether
the residues between the a helix and all previously placed a helices are suffi-
cient to fill the gaps between a helices. The maximum loop length was set to
3.0 A˚ per amino acid plus an additional 6.0 A˚ per loop. If one of the constraints
is violated, the move will be rejected because the resulting model would not
agree with the density map. All placements that do not violate these
constraints are evaluated by the three sequence-independent scores dis-
cussed above. Assuming that x density rods have been identified in the density
map and the pool contains y a helices, there is a total of Npos number of possi-
bilities to place the a helices into the density rods:
Npos =

n
k

k!2k =
n!
ðn kÞ!2
k ;
where n = max(x;y) and k = min(x;y). This same equation is also used to calcu-
late an overall confidence score for a partial model built by EM-Fold by reas-
signing n to the total number of a helices and k to the number of confidently
placed a helices (with > 50% repetition rate).
The Monte Carlo moves (see Figure 8) that are used in the assembly step
are: (B) adding an a helix from the pool to the model, (C) deleting an a helix1000 Structure 17, 990–1003, July 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rfrom the model, (D) flipping the orientation of an a helix in the model, (E) swap-
ping the positions of two a helices within the model, (F) swapping an a helix
from the model with one from the pool, and (G) moving an a helix from the
model to an empty density rod. The orientation of an a helix after any move
that results in placement of a new a helix (moves B, E, F, and G) is arbitrary.
A simulated annealing Monte Carlo Metropolis search is used where the
temperature is decreased linearly from 0.25 to 0.08 over 2000 rejected steps.
The weights of the scores are 1.0 (loop), 0.4 (occupancy), and 0.8 (connec-
tivity). The final total scores range from 4.2 (2AX6) to 22.1 (1OUV). It is
important to note that the temperature values are somewhat arbitrary and
do not correspond to physiologically relevant temperatures.
EM-Fold Refinement Step
The lowest scoring models are used in a second medium resolution Monte
Carlo refinement search. This refinement step uses differentmoves and scores
than the previous assembly step. The moves constitute small perturbations of
the model—shifts along the a-helical axis and rotations around the a-helical
axis. A set of knowledge-based scores is used including an amino-acid-
distance score, a neighbor-count score, a secondary-structure-element-
packing score, a compactness-measure in form of a radius-of-gyration score,
Figure 8. Schematic Representation of the Moves Used in the
Assembly Step of the Protocol
(A) State of the model before the move.
(B) The add move adds a helix from the pool into an empty density rod.
(C) The delete move removes a helix from a density rod and returns it to the
pool.
(D) The flip move rotates one a helix within a density rod by 180 perpendicular
to its long axis.
(E) The swap move exchanges two a helices within density rods.
(F and G) The swap with pool move exchanges an a helix within a density rod
with one from the pool. Move G removes a helix from its density rod and places
it into another empty density rod.ights reserved
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scores are described in detail in Supplemental Data. The occupancy score
avoids a helices sliding out of their density rods. This refinement step main-
tains the fold of the model but identifies correct a-helix-helix-interfaces. A
simulated annealingMonte Carlo Metropolis search is used where the temper-
ature is decreased linearly from 0.25 to 0.03 over 2000 rejected steps. The
weights of the scores are 10 (loop), 4 (occupancy), 0.2 (aadist), 0.2 (neighbor
count), 0.14 (radius of gyration), and 2 (ssepack). The final total scores range
from 139 (2AX6) to 367 (1TBF).
ROSETTA Loop and Side-Chain Building Step
For identification of the correct fold and for building a full-atom model of the
protein, the ROSETTA software (Bradley et al., 2005; Rohl et al., 2004a; Sood
and Baker, 2006) was used. The backbone atoms of the residues that are
missing in the EM-Fold models are built using the ROSETTA cyclic coordinate
descent loop-building protocol (Rohl et al., 2004a). The resulting models
with loops are scored in the ROSETTA force field and sorted according to their
score. This score can discriminate the correct from non-native topologies as
demonstrated in the benchmark. For the seven successful benchmark
proteins, the ten best scoring topologies according to the ROSETTA score
were chosen and underwent an extensive refinement protocol within ROSETTA.
This protocol included building 1,000 EM-Fold-refined models per topology
(10,000 models total). For each of the 10,000 refined models, 5 loop models
were built in ROSETTA (50,000 models total).
Eight rounds of iterative side-chain repacking and backbone relaxation in
ROSETTA followed (Bradley et al., 2005). All 50,000 models undergo round 1.
Only models that stay within 2.5 A˚ of the starting structure and are within the
best 10% scoring models according to the ROSETTA full-atom energy are run
through rounds 2–8. After the eighth round, the best 10% scoring models
are analyzed according to their enrichment for the correct topology. The
enrichment is computed as the ratio of relative frequency of correct topology
models within the best 10% scoring models to relative frequency of correct
topology models within all models.
Benchmark on Simulated Density Maps
The proposed EM-Fold search algorithm was benchmarked on ten proteins
that were chosen to be mainly a-helical, exhibit nonredundant folds, possess
250 to 350 residues, and form 6 to 14 a helices of at least 12 residues in length
(Table S1). Electron density maps for all ten benchmark cases were created
from the coordinates. PDB2VOL of the SITUS package (Wriggers and Birmanns,
2001) was used to simulate densitymapswith 6.9 A˚ resolution, a voxel spacing
of 1.5 A˚, and Gaussian flattening. Positions and lengths of the density rods
were identified manually because available a-helix identification algorithms
did not perform satisfactorily for either the simulated densities of the bench-
mark proteins or for the protein IIIa density. Errors in manual identification of
a-helix length can be compensated by the length tolerance that is used in
the assembly step. To test the influence of the resolution of the simulated
medium-resolution density map, maps at 9.0 A˚ resolution were also simulated.
Positions and lengths of the density rods were identified manually for the 9.0 A˚
resolution maps as well.
Furthermore, it should be stressed that, independent of whether the density
rods are identified manually or using automated software, there is always the
possibility that density regions in medium resolution density maps that do not
correspond to a helices are identified as a-helical regions. An example for this
is a b-hairpin of at least four residues in each strand. Likewise, it is possible that
an a-helical region in the protein is not identified as a density rod in the map (in
the case of a more flexible a-helix for instance). In both cases EM-Fold is still
capable of finding the correct topology, because the algorithm neither requires
all identified rods to be filled with a helices, nor all predicted a helices to be
placed in identified rods.
Benchmark on Experimental Density Map
EM-Fold was also benchmarked on the experimental cryo-EM density map of
bovine metarhodopsin (EMDB Entry EMD-1079). The density map is reported
to have a resolution of 5.5 A˚ and has a voxel size of (0.4 A˚, 0.5 A˚, 1.7 A˚). A single
subunit of the protein was segmented from the density map. Bovine rhodopsin
has 349 residues and is highly a-helical (63% a-helical), with 8 a helices of 12 or
more residues.Structure 17, 9Protein IIIa Structure Elucidation
The adenovirus vector Ad35F was used in previous cryo-EM structural studies
(Saban et al., 2006) and has been refined further with more data (7133 particle
images) with the program Frealign (Grigorieff, 2007). A negative temperature
factor of 450 A˚2 was applied to the final map and the structure was filtered
at 5.1 A˚ using a filter with a cosine-shaped cut-off and a width of 20 Fourier
pixels. Ad35F is composed of the Ad5 capsid and the Ad35 fiber. The density
for one copy of protein IIIa was segmented from an Ad35F reconstruction. The
Ad5 protein IIIa has 585 residues. The 400 N-terminal residues are predicted to
be mainly a-helical, whereas the remaining C-terminal residues are not pre-
dicted to have many secondary structural elements. In the density map, 14
density rods of at least 18 A˚ in length and 6–7 A˚ diameter (corresponding to
a helices of at least 12 residues) were identified manually (Figure 6). A
secondary structure element pool with a total of 257 a helices was built using
the protocol described for pool C. A total of 100,000 models were built for
protein IIIa according to the assembly procedure established for the bench-
mark set of proteins. The models were ranked by score. A total of 100 refined
models were constructed for each of the top 150 models produced by the
assembly step. The resulting 15,000 models were sorted by score and the
top scoring model of each of the 150 topologies was selected for loop
construction. A topological model built using EM-Fold is presented for the first
400 residues of protein IIIa.
EM-Fold Availability
EM-Fold is freely available for academic use. It will be made available as a part
of the Biochemical Library that is currently being developed in the Meiler labo-
ratory (www.meilerlab.org). In the meantime, an executable can be obtained
by contacting the authors.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures, six
figures, and two tables and can be found with this article online at http://
www.cell.com/structure/supplemental/S0969-2126(09)00223-8.
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